other m including itself. The quantities (f> a, < f > b and are the phase differences due to a single repetition in each of the three standard directions. The numbers of the repetitions are p, q and r respectively. The thermal movements of the atoms do not affect the geometry of the diffraction pattern as described by the formula, except in so far as they cause changes in the dimensions of the crystal. They may affect the in tensities of various parts. This is also true of the observed diffuse spot pattern. In the same way the intensities but not the geometry may be affected by the summation factor in the formula and by the scattering factors of the atoms.
Nor does the formula take any account of absorption or of secondary scattering within the crystal. Under the usual conditions of observation, these effects are so large that the formula is useless. The reason is that when p, q and r are large numbers, the intensity of the diffracted ray is too small to be observed unless the denominators of the three fractions in the formula are all zero, or very nearly zero: unless, in other words, the changes of phase due to the three principal repetitions are all multiples of n at the same time. This can only happen by accident, since two variables determine the direction of the diffracted ray, and there are three equations to be satisfied. Complete satisfaction can be obtained only by freedom to move the crystal at the same time, or to alter the wave-length; hence the usual condition nX = 2d sin 0. Monochromatic rays do not give a Laue pattern. When the three denominators are all very close to zero simultaneously, the intensity of the diffracted ray is proportional to p 2.q2.r2; all the units then act to gether. This is very large compared to what happens in the rest of the diffraction field: absorption and secondary scattering become great, and vary with minute changes of crystal position. Complicated calculations are then required. The problem was attacked by Darwin in the early days of crystal analysis and has been the subject of much investigation.
If however there were groups of atoms in the crystal, for which p, q and r were so small that the contrast between the intensities of the maxima in the pattern and the general intensity of the background was not so excessive, the true diffraction diagram might be observed. The groups must act independently. They must be in slight disarray with the crystal as a whole, and with the larger groups which the crystal contains. Changes of orienta tion of a few degrees would make very little change in the positions of the spots in the pattern, so that effects would be additive. I t would therefore be possible to conceive of the formation of the true pattern, provided that the groups were small and sufficiently numerous. This was the fundamental idea in Preston's paper ( P r o c. B described by v. Laue (Ann. Phys., Lpz., (1936) and 29, 211 (1937) ), and also by Ewald, Proc. Phys. 80c. 52, 167 (1939) .
This hypothetical case agrees so closely in many respects with the actual that, even if there is no more than a parallelism, it is worthy of careful examination. Examples in the form of figures are given below; the crystals being potassium chloride, calcite and diamond.
Certain general characteristics are to be observed in these examples and others provided by Lonsdale and Smith in the preceding paper. All these can be derived from the formula.
(1) The diffuse spot diagram is due to monochromatic rays. Diffuse spots are in general much weaker than Laue spots.
(2) Diffuse spots are found where the product of the three denominators of the formula is a minimum. The expression for the intensity is then in general a maximum. Small movements of the crystal such as rotations through 5 or 10° make little change in the pattern.
(3) Rotation of the crystal may bring all three denominators to zero at the same time. The corresponding diffuse spot then becomes a Laue spot. In an actual experiment the latter moves into the place of the former. The wave-length of the Laue spot changes during the movement, the wave-length of the diffuse spot does not. Hence arises the close connexion between the diffuse spot pattern and the oscillation pattern which Mrs Lonsdale has shown to exist.
(4) If the Laue spot is strong, so also in general is the diffuse spot into which it moves: they are affected alike by the first factor in the formula.
(5) Other correlations between theory and experiment are shown in detail in the illustrative diagrams.
The diffuse spots in X -ray photographs 53 P otassium chloride (figures 1 and 2)
The first figure represents the diffraction pattern due to Mo rays of wave-length 0-71A acting on a crystal of KC1. The crystal is placed at an angle of 20° away from the symmetrical position as shown in the smaller figure (figure 2). (See Lonsdale and Smith's plate 7 6.)
In this case the direction cosines of the incident ray are taken to be (0,0,1) and of the diffracted ray (h, k, l) . The crystal is rot about the axis of y. The phase differences of the principal repetitions are thereforê
where a has the value 3'14. The atoms of K and Cl are taken to be of equal value. The sines of the halves of these angles are the denominators in the general formula. The intensity of the diffracted ray is great when the denominators are small. When values of h and are found which make the denominators separately equal to zero, three sets of curves are obtained. The equations used are where M is any integer, 6 = 20°, A = 0-71. The results can be shown either as ( h, k) curves, as in the succeeding diagrams for calcite and diamond, or can be translated into (a;, y) curves by the relation -Dhjl, = where D is the distance from the crystal to the photographic plate. The (x, y) curves then show lines of maximum intensity referred to coordinate axes in the photograph. This has been done in figure 1.
The positions of the observed diffuse spots are marked by circles. I t will be observed that they lie in general close to the intersections of the fines which in the ( x, y) curves are hyperbolae and in the (h, Jc) curves of this case would be fines parallel to the axes. It seems that the third set of curves, ellipses in the {x, y )d iagram (figure 1), have in general little effect on the position of the spots. The reason is that in the diagram the first two sets of curves fie much closer together than the third, and the intensity varies more rapidly from one curve of a series to the next. Calculation shows that this is the right explanation; crosses in the diagram show where the calcu lated values of the maxima are found: the agreement with observation is close. For the purpose of this calculation q and r are all taken to be equal to 2; but the choice of values is unimportant when it is merely a question of finding the positions of maxima.
The third set of curves has sometimes a considerable effect. For example, there is no spot at P because P lies in phase exactly half way between two maximum curves of the third set. I t is to be remembered that the intensity is the product of certain factors, not the square of the sum of certain terms. If one of the factors is zero the product is zero, and this is the case at P. At other points, such as JR, S, T and all three of the curves of maximum intensity. At Q there is a confused effect in the actual photograph; there are two calculated maxima as shown, and in the photograph a very diffuse effect covers the two. This point lies close to the same zero curve that passes through P. It will be observed that the cases where members of three sets of curves approximate to each other are in this case very few; only three are included in the figure, at points marked L. The reason is that A is large and the principal displacements are small. Original photographs are shown in Lonsdale and Smith, plates 24 and 25. It may serve to make the problem clearer if it is pointed out that any point on the upper complete ellipse on the left of figure 3 defines the direction of a diffracted ray which is in the same phase whether it comes from A or B; and correspondingly for the right-hand ellipse and the points A and C.
At L, where the ellipses meet, the value of k, (h = 0), is such th at the dif fracted ray is in the same phase whether it comes from or it is usual to speak of it as reflected in the plane ABC . The other ellipse th at passes close to L defines the values of (h, k) for which rays from A and D differ in length of path by 1-54 A. The ellipses change in form and position when the crystal is moved. The inner ellipses have no relation to wave-length; but the outer ellipses have. There is one wave-length for which the outer ellipse will pass through L: and as this is included in the white radiation, a Laue spot appears at L, as indicated in figure 4 . The diffuse spot is farther out as shown.
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Figure 4
The curves of figure 5 refer to a case when the diamond is rotated about BG (figure 4) through an angle of 43° in the direction Oy to Oz. The curvilinear triangle formed where h = 0 and k = 0-7 ap portions of three ellipses is then larger than in figure 3. Mrs Lonsdale shows that in this case the diffuse spot breaks up into a set of three spots: when these are plotted upon the diagram (figure 5), they appear at the middle points of the sides as shown. By changing the amount of tilt about BG, the triangle formed by the three curves in figure 5 can be reversed so that its apex now points towards the origin as in figure 6 . A photograph due to Mrs Lonsdale shows that in this case the triangular spot is also reversed. There is clearly a connexion between the set of triangular spots in the photographs and the small triangle shown in the diagrams (figures 5 and 6). The three last factors of the general equation are at their maxima along the three sides of the triangle; minima and other subsidiary maxima occur in lines parallel to the sides, the periodicity depending on the size of the group. The intensity at any point depends on the product of three factors, and it may easily be that the intensity is great at the middle points of the sides and small at the corners. Possibly an explanation is to be found in some such consideration of the diffraction effect. Calcite (figures 7 and 8)
Calcite presents a problem more complicated than those of potassium chloride and diamond. Potassium chloride is structurally simple, and the intermolecular distances of diamond are so small th at there are very few spots in the diagram. But calcite is monoclinic and its repeat distances are much larger than those of diamond. The diffraction pattern is therefore much less simple than in the other two cases. The photographs obtained by Raman and by Lonsdale show a number of interesting features.
It is convenient to consider those in which the X-rays have been normal to a cleavage plane. In figure 7 These are plotted as the firm curved lines in the (h, k) diagram of figure 8, the wave-length being 0-71 A. I t will be observed that at points marked a, b, c, d, e,f, g, h, curves of the three series come near to coincidence. Strong diffuse spots are found at these points, as is to be expected on the simple diffraction hypothesis. Their positions are marked on the figure. As these positions are oddly placed, the coincidence is the more satisfactory.
A number of other points of less intensity, some of them very faint and difficult to place, are found in the photograph. These do not all lie on the diagram of firm fines. All of these, with the exception of one or two which are due to /? rays, and one or two which are clearly spurious, since they only appear on some of the plates, have been transferred to the diagram.
It is a striking fact that nearly all of them he on a network which is in fact the diffraction pattern for the translations AB, .4(7, and AD, as if the 4 molecule cell were really the unit cell. The diagram is shown in dotted lines; it is calculated from the equations 4-030A±4*97& = A), 2-080A + 6-060(2-1) = Jf(A).
-h (multiplied by 10) + h (multiplied by 10)
Figure 8
Most of the strong spots he on this diagram also, as they should do; but not ah of them because it does not always follow that if the diffracted pencil from A is in phase with the diffracted pencils from E', F' and O', it is also in phase with pencils from B, O and D. Such, for example, are the points marked e and g. On the other hand, the less intense points marked l, m belong to the diagram of the cleavage rhomb. The most direct explanation of this unexpected result could be that the four molecules of this rhomb differ from each other in some way; further experiment is required. One or two faint spots remain to be accounted for.
The short portions of lines which are placed above the main diagram in figure 8 show the meanings of the various lines in the figure. Thus the dotted line marked A B denotes that the dotted lines sloping the same way in the figure are the loci of all points giving values of h and k for which the pencils diffracted at A and B are in the same phase.
